We present a system for automatic head tracking with a single pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) 
Introduction
Distance education and videoconferencing are nowadays widely used in universities and other schools, as well as in enterprises. Using wide-angle cameras, it is easy to keep the speaker in the field of view (FOV) all the time. Unfortunately, this approach results in a low resolution image, where the details can be blurry. To cope with this problem, the camera has to be steered automatically.
In the lecture room, the lighting conditions can change rapidly due to, for example, slide changes. This is the main reason that only a few algorithms for active tracking are utilized in practice. In our system, a pan-tilt-zoom (PTZ) camera is designed to track the teacher when s/he walks at the front of the classroom. Tracking is carried out based on the information provided by the pan-tilt-zoom camera itself.
In general, automatic PTZ tracking can be divided into two categories. The first option, also applied to this work, is to use mechanical PTZ cameras that are controlled through a certain command interface. The other way is to use virtual camera control based on panoramic video capturing. However, the virtual camera control based systems require that the camera's video resolution is higher than the required output resolution.
A recent approach to track the teacher is introduced by Microsoft Research [12] . They present a hybrid speaker tracking scheme based on a single PTZ camera in an automated lecture capturing system. Since the camera's video resolution is usually higher than the required output resolution, they frame the output video as a sub-region of the camera's input video. That allows tracking the speaker both digitally and mechanically. According to their paper, digital tracking has the advantage of being smooth, and mechanical tracking can cover a wide area. The tracking is based on the motion information obtained from the camera image.
The system introduced in [9] targets applications such as classroom lectures and videoconferencing. First wide-angle video is captured by stitching video images from multiple stationary cameras. After that, a region of interest (ROI) can be digitally cropped from the panoramic video. The ROI is located from motion and color information in the uncompressed domain and macroblock information in the compressed domain. As a result, the system simulates human controlled video recording.
One example of active head tracking is [6] which utilizes both color and shape information. The shape of a head is assumed to be an ellipse and a model color histogram is acquired in advance. Then, in the first frame, the appropriate position and scale of the head is determined based on user input. In the following frames, the initial position is selected at the same position of the ellipse in the previous frame. The Mean Shift procedure is applied to make the ellipse position converge to the target center where the color histogram similarity to the model and previous one is maximized. The previous histogram in this case is a color histogram adaptively extracted from the result of the previous 
frame.
A classroom or a meeting room environment is not the only place to apply active PTZ tracking. Especially visual surveillance solutions include some active tracking components. For example, the work done in [8] addresses the problem of continuous tracking of moving objects with a PTZ camera. Firstly, a set of good trackable features belonging to the selected target is extracted. Secondly, their system adopts a feature clustering method that is able to discriminate between features associated with the background and features associated with different moving objects. In another surveillance related work [4] , the task of the two camera system is to continuously provide zoomed-in highresolution images of the face of a person present in the room.
Usually the active tracking methods introduced are based on skin color. The work done in [3] employs the Bhattacharyya coefficient as a similarity measure between the color distribution of the face model and face candidates. A dual-mode implementation of the camera controller determines the pan, tilt, and zoom camera to switch between smooth pursuit and saccadic movements, as a function of the target presence in the fovea region. Another system [11] combines color-based face tracking and face detection to be able to track faces under varying pose.
The tracking system implemented and described in this paper is mainly built on existing methods and algorithms which are brought together in a novel way to form a complete PTZ tracking solution. As a result of our work, we have a PTZ tracking system that is able to operate robustly under large scale changes and different lighting conditions. The active tracking methods mentioned above lack the ability to cope with scale changes and update color features in parallel with color-based tracking. Generally speaking, the most important thing is that the system developed does not require any manual control and is able to recover from erroneous situations.
In our work, the initialization phase of tracking utilizes the human head shape and motion information. After the initialization step, the color features used in tracking can be selected and updated online. Finally, the location of the person's head is found and tracked by applying a modified version of the Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) [1] algorithm. On the basis of the tracking result, a PTZ camera is steered to keep the target in the camera view. If tracking failure occurs, the system returns to the initialization phase. Fig. 1 gives an overview of the system. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a review of the initialization and feature selection methods as well as the description of the feature update and tracking algorithms implemented. In Section 3, we describe our PTZ control hardware and methodology. Preliminary experiments are reported in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 5.
Feature Selection and Tracking

Initialization
In order to start tracking, the initial position of the target should be found. The main problem when using color information is how to get the object color model without a priori knowledge. Especially in the environments with changing lighting conditions it is nearly impossible to use any fixed color model acquired beforehand. To cope with this problem, some other non-color based method is needed for finding the original position. In this work the target is the speaker's head, which can be localized by utilizing shape and motion information. After the initial position of the head is acquired, the color based tracking method can select the features used.
The object detector used in this work has been initially proposed by Viola [10] and improved by Lienhart [7] . The actual implementation of the detector is based on Intel Open Computer Vision Library (OpenCV) [5] . In this case, the size of the face samples the classifier has been trained on is 20x20. The implementation finds rectangular regions in the given image that are likely to contain faces and returns those regions as a sequence of rectangles. In order to be able to find the objects of interest at different sizes, the function scans the image several times on different scales, which is more efficient than resizing the image itself. Each time it considers overlapping regions in the image and applies the classifiers to the regions. After it has proceeded and collected the candidate rectangles (regions that passed the classifier cascade), it groups them and returns a sequence of average rectangles for each large enough group.
Unfortunately the aforesaid face detector can occasionally give wrong results, which makes the initialization more difficult. Since the speaker is usually moving when giving a presentation, it is reasonable to use the head detector only inside the areas where motion has been detected. In addition, the head has to be detected in several successive frames, before the tracking phase can take place. This kind of approach decreases the possibility of a false alarm substantially. In the current system, a simple video frame differencing method is utilized for detecting motion. Frame differencing is a computationally inexpensive way to reduce the size of the scanned region, thus ensuring real-time operation of the whole method. Fig. 2 shows an example head detection result from the method described above.
Feature Selection and Update
When the location of the head has been found in the previous phase, the color-based tracking can take place. To guarantee robustness, the features used in tracking have to be updated on-line. Therefore the solution used in this pantilt-zoom tracking system relies on a modified method originally introduced in [2] .
The basic hypothesis is that the features that best discriminate between object and background are also best for tracking the object. Provided with a set of seed features, log likelihood ratios of class conditional sample densities from object and background are computed. These densities are needed to form a new set of candidate features tailored to the local object/background discrimination task. Finally, a two-class variance ratio is used to rank these new features according to how well they separate sample distributions of object and background pixels, and only the top three are chosen.
The set of seed candidate features is composed of linear combinations of camera R, G, B pixel values. As in the original method, in our system the integer weights for different color channels are between -2 and 2. By leaving out the coefficient groups which are linear combinations of each other, a pool of 49 features is left.
In the original method described in [2] , the feature update process is invoked only periodically. Unfortunately the update process is computationally heavy and therefore time consuming, which means that the object tracked can be lost during the update process. Since the feature update process can take a long time, a new approach to the problem is proposed.
In our system, the features used are updated continuously as fast as possible without causing unwanted delays to tracking. The feature update process is run in parallel with the object tracking, as Fig. 3 illustrates. When the new features are available, they are utilized immediately. Such an approach guarantees that the tracking method can adapt to sudden changes occurring in the environment. To make tracking more robust, the original samples in the first frame are combined with the pixel samples from the current frame.
Head Tracking
In our system, the size and location of the object changes during tracking due to both object movement and camera zooming. Therefore, the traditional Mean Shift cannot be utilized. The Continuously Adaptive Mean Shift (CAMSHIFT) algorithm instead has been proposed for tracking of head and face in a perceptual user interface [1] .
In order to use the CAMSHIFT algorithm to track colored objects in a video scene, a probability distribution image of the desired color in the video frame must be created. Each pixel in the probability image represents a probability that the color of the pixel from an input frame belongs to the object. In the original CAMSHIFT algorithm the probability image is calculated using only a 1-D histogram of the hue component. Therefore the algorithm may fail in cases where hue alone cannot distinguish the target from the background.
In the system implemented, the probability image is obtained from the scaled weight images which are generated for every incoming frame using the features selected. In the weight image object pixels contain positive values whereas background pixels contain negative values. Only the top three features selected are used to compute the weight im- ages for the current frame. Fig. 4 illustrates how the weight image on the right side gives a good basis for tracking.
The center and size of the head are found via the modified CAMSHIFT algorithm operating on every weight image independently, as shown in Fig. 5 . The initial search window size and location for tracking are set using the results reported from the head detector. Since the number of features used is three, we get three weight images for one incoming frame. The results of the tracking algorithm for the different weight images are combined by calculating the average. The current size and location of the tracked object are used to set the size and location of the search window in the next video image. The process is then repeated for continuous tracking.
To be able to recover from erroneous situations, the system has to detect tracking failures. In the current approach the target is reported lost when the size of the search window is smaller than a threshold value given in advance. Also the number of object pixels in the weight images has to be clearly above a predetermined threshold in order to continue tracking.
Pan-Tilt-Zoom Control
Hardware
The basis of the system is a Sony EVI-D31 PTZ camera, which has been widely used especially in videoconferencing solutions. It offers a wide range of tunable parameters for PTZ control:
Pan range: 200 deg in 1760 increments Tilt range: 50 deg in 600 increments Pan speed range: from 0 to 65 deg/sec in 24 discrete steps Tilt speed range: from 0 to 30 deg/sec in 20 discrete steps Zoom range: from f5.4 to f64.8 mm in 12 discrete steps Since there are many variables that can be adjusted, steering the camera can be done smoothly. This is one of the main reasons for selecting this particular camera model. 
Control Strategy and Software
Adequate control of the PTZ camera is an essential part of the system implemented. The camera should react to movements of the target depending on how large those movements are. When the person is moving slowly, the camera should be able to follow smoothly. In the opposite situation, the camera control has to be fast to keep the speaker's head in the field of view (FOV).
The software components of the PTZ control module are presented in Fig. 6 . The user interface of the control system is developed in C++ and is only shortly described here. In practice, it includes buttons for starting and stopping the system, as well as it offers a way to configure the parameters of the system.
To provide a communication channel between the hardware components of the system, there is a standard RS-232C serial port connection between a regular Pentium IV PC and a Sony EVI-D31 camera. The control commands from the PC to the camera are sent using Sony's VISCA protocol. It is worth noting that tracking is not interrupted by the command execution.
When the tracked target, the person's head in this case, moves to the boundary of the FOV, the PTZ camera is panned/tilted to keep the speaker inside the FOV. The current position and of the head in the image is received from the tracking method described in the previous section.
To ensure smooth operation, the pan and tilt speeds of the camera are adjusted actively when the object is moving. In practice this means that the pan and tilt speeds are increased if the target is getting out of the FOV despite of the current camera movement. When the teacher stops moving, the zoom level of the camera is set to keep the size of the head in the image the same all the time. The desired size of the object can be determined beforehand.
Since the camera pan and tilt speeds are limited to a particular range and the tracking method can fail, there may be situations when the camera loses the person from the FOV. To solve this problem, a simple lost and found strategy is utilized. When the target is lost, the camera is stopped for five seconds. If the teacher does not appear in the view during this time, the camera zooms out and returns to the initial position waiting until the initialization method has detected the object again.
Experimental Results
Comparing the performance of our system to other similar systems that have been developed is difficult. Every system has its own requirements for the hardware and the physical environment. It is also impossible to run all the possible systems at the same time to compare their real-time performance. However, to find out the performance of our system, some preliminary real-time tests have been conducted in a room where the lighting conditions are not uniform. The tests are run on a standard PC (Pentium IV at 3.0 GHz, 1 GB RAM). The video image size is CIF (352x288) captured by the aforementioned Sony EVI-D31 camera at 25fps.
In the test sequence presented in this paper, a person is sitting in front of a computer screen at the beginning. First the person's head is detected when he is looking at the computer screen. After a while the person stands up and starts walking around the room. The camera is panned and tilted to keep him in the FOV. To visualize the operation of the system during the test, we selected some clips from the output video (Fig. 7(a) ). When the person walks away from the camera, the camera zoom is adjusted to keep the size of the head constant. In the last situation the person has returned to the starting point, as shown in Fig. 7(b) .
As mentioned earlier, the lighting conditions in the test room are not stable. In addition, the PTZ camera used includes automatic gain and white balance control, which means that the color features used for tracking have to be updated constantly. During the test, approximately 10 frames pass on average before a feature update is ready. Since the execution time of the feature update process depends on the current size of the object tracked, the exact time between updates can vary.
As we can see from the test sequence, the system can adapt to lighting condition changes. Also the PTZ control is able to follow the person without difficulties. However, it is possible that the serial port connection between the PC and the PTZ camera may cause unwanted delays. This problem appears clearly in the sample shown in Fig. 8 where the person stands up rapidly. In this situation in question, the tilt speed is not adjusted quickly enough due to buffering in the command sending and receiving.
Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a PTZ tracking system which can be used to follow the speaker actively in different videoconferencing applications. The system detects the lecturer using head shape and motion information. The features applied to tracking are selected and updated online which makes the method used tolerant to lighting condition changes. The PTZ module keeps the person's head in the field of view by controlling the pan and tilt speeds as a response to the object's movements. In the future, the goal is to integrate the work presented in this paper to an automated distance education system which currently utilizes only fixed cameras. 
